On-chip PCR amplification of very long templates using immobilized primers on glassy surfaces.
In this paper we describe a novel method for visualizing very long DNA fragments (for example >6 kb) which are difficult to spot with commonly used arrayers or capillary samplers with very small nanoliter volumes, using directly bound primers on "on-chip" polymerase chain reaction (PCR). We have used the genomes of the M13 bacteriophage (7.2 kb) the human mitochondrion (16.5 kb) as examples of long DNA templates to test the PCR and were able to elicit robust reactivity. Over 75% of the immobilized primers could be elongated to their fullest extent. In addition we were able to elicit the PCR reaction with double stranded templates in which one primer was immobilized and the other suspended in the reaction solution. These synthesized PCR products were visualized by either confocal microarray scanning or fluorescence microscopy using Cy5-dye fluorescence of the modified free primer, or the fluorescence of intercalating dyes.